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Abstract
UK law treats equal pay claims based on gender (brought under the equal pay provisions of Part 5 Chapter 3 of the Equality Act 2010) differently from equal pay claims based on other protected characteristics of age; disability; gender reassignment; marriage and civil partnership; pregnancy and maternity; race; religion or belief; sexual orientation (brought under the general discrimination provisions in Chapter 2 of that Act). This article considers the impact of the differences on each group of claimants. It concludes that the separate system of equal pay for the protected characteristic of sex ignores other inequalities of pay and that the inconsistent way the UK treats these issues leads to inequality amongst disadvantaged groups. It recommends that the UK should take a more consistent approach to pay gaps.
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Introduction
In the UK, a claimant who wishes to claim equal pay on grounds of sex must usually make a claim under Part 5 chapter 3 of the Equality Act 2010 (2010 Act). A claimant who wishes to claim equal pay on the ground of one of the other protected characteristics\(^1\) has to use the provisions of either sections 13 or 19 in Chapter 2 of the 2010 Act which are the general provisions prohibiting direct and indirect discrimination.\(^2\) This article argues that the separate gender pay provisions mean that gender is advantaged over other protected characteristics when it comes to equal pay. The article compares each type of claim to determine which is most effective in achieving equal pay and equality in terms of employment. The article examines the
issue in relation to direct and indirect discrimination, the comparator, burden of proof, 
employer’s defence, enforcement and transparency. The term “pay” should be read to 
include terms of employment as the provisions are generally the same. Where there is 
a difference this will be indicated.

Pay gaps

Society has acknowledged, since the 1950’s, that women tend to be paid less than men 
for work of equal value. Statistics collated over the years and considered below confirm 
that this is the case.

The average gender pay gap in Europe was 16.1% in 2014 and 20% in 2016. There 
also remains a significant pay gap between men and women in full time work in the 
UK. The median gender pay gap for full time workers was 9.4% in 2016 and 9.1% in 
2017. The gender pay gap remains a matter of concern for the European Union (EU) 
and the European Commission (EC) has acknowledged that existing legislation had 
done little to close the gap. In 2017 the EC published an analysis of the results of their 
consultation “Equality between Men and Women in the EU” concluding that “over the 
last year’s gender pay gaps had been plateauing.”

Transparency in gender pay in the UK has been promoted by the introduction, in 2015, 
of pay audits as a remedy in equal pay cases and the recent introduction of compulsory 
gender pay gap reporting for public sector employers and employers with 250 or more 
employees which has produced a flurry of contentious pay gap reports and generated a 
great deal of media attention. Notable examples include Apple with a median pay gap 
of 24%, Ryanair with a median gender pay gap of 72% and JP Morgan with a median 
gender pay gap of 54%.

The pay gap resulting from other protected characteristics has received much less media 
coverage. The European Parliament has noted that pay inequality due to other protected 
characteristics such as race, ethnicity, sexual orientation or religion must not be 
tolerated but until recent years, statistics confirming the extent of these pay gaps were 
not so readily available. The UK Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings (ASHE) does 
not collect data relevant to protected characteristics other than sex and the information 
available from the Labour Force Survey (LFS) on this topic is fragmented. However 
other research indicates that there are significant pay gaps in relation to other protected
characteristics. In 2009, an Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC) report confirmed shortcomings in the research and statistics available and found that there were substantial pay gaps for most major ethnic minority groups and, in respect of religion, that there were adverse pay gaps for Muslim men and Sikh men compared to non-Muslim and non-Sikh men. It also found that disabled men had a pay gap of 11% compared to non-disabled men and disabled women of 22% compared to non-disabled women. The Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC) looked at the issue in their report in 2015 entitled “is Britain fairer?”, In that report the EHRC identified that the pay gap between all black, Asian and minority ethnic workers with degrees compared to white graduates was 10.3%. The worst affected were black graduates who earned on average 23.1% less than their white counterparts. Black workers with A levels earned 11.4% less than their white peers. White workers were paid around 50 pence per hour more than the combined average for ethnic minorities. Analysis carried out for the Trade Union Congress based on figures from the 2014 and 2015 Office of National Statistics (ONS) survey showed a race pay gap at all levels of the workforce. A pay audit carried out for London Metropolitan police discovered an ethnicity pay gap of up to 37% in some of London’s public services.

Finally, in 2017 two important pieces of research carried out on behalf of the EHRC published reports concerning pay gaps relating to disability and ethnicity. This research confirmed an overall disability gap of 13% for men and 7% for women. The gap was particularly large for those suffering from mental health conditions and there was a strong relationship with ethnicity. The ethnicity gap varied from zero in the case of Chinese and Indian men compared to white men to 26% for Bangladeshi men who were born in the UK and 48 % for Bangladeshi immigrant men. The report concluded that “Broadly speaking in the period 1993 -2014 there has been very little narrowing of ethnic pay gaps and for some groups they have actually increased, particularly among men.”
From the available data, there is a strong indication that protected characteristics other than sex also result in poorer pay. Moreover the pay gap in respect of some protected characteristics is potentially greater than the gender pay gap. There is therefore a need for continuous, systematic data collection in respect of pay gaps relating to all protected characteristics so that the full extent of the problem can be monitored. It is also important that UK legislation provides an equivalent standard of protection for all protected characteristics.

**Separate system for gender pay claims**

Historically gender equal pay has been a discrete topic of discrimination law whereas there has been no separate provision for equal pay for any other protected characteristic. This is principally due to the way in which EU and UK anti-discrimination law developed. It is not proposed to describe the relevant EU Treaties and Directives in detail here however a very brief account follows in order to set the comparison in legal and political context.
The Treaty of Rome 1957 was concerned with creating a common market and customs union rather than with general principles of equality and therefore approached equality issues from an economic perspective rather from a fundamental rights viewpoint. Whilst there was a general prohibition against discrimination on grounds of nationality, there was no equivalent prohibition relating to sex (or indeed any other ground). There was however a provision requiring equal pay between the sexes which later developed to encompass all aspects and conditions of remuneration including equal job classification systems. Meanwhile, the general principle of equal treatment expanded to include protected characteristics other than nationality. As the other protected characteristics became included in the general anti-discrimination provisions, only sex continued to have separate provision for equal pay whereas the other protected characteristics did not. The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (CFREU) replicates this approach including equal pay on the ground of sex in Article 23 and general anti-discrimination provisions for all protected characteristics in Article 21.

UK domestic discrimination law followed this template with the Equal Pay Act 1970 governing equal pay claims based on sex and the general discrimination law governed by separate legislation such as the Sex Discrimination Act 1975, Race Relations Act 1976 and the Disability Discrimination Act 1995. When all UK antidiscrimination legislation was consolidated in the 2010 Act the new legislation was founded on the same framework and gender pay claims remain the only type of pay claim to have separate legislative provisions.

**UK Equality law**

Gender pay claims are subject to the provisions of Part 5, chapter 3 of the 2010 Act. They cannot be brought under the general discrimination provisions section 13 (direct discrimination) or section 19 (indirect discrimination) unless the claim is not to do with a contractual term e.g. where there is not yet a contract of employment but the pay offered is less favourable and the reason is the sex of the applicant or where a suitable comparator under the chapter 3 equal pay provisions cannot be found.

Section 39 of the Act applies to all claims of discrimination in respect of the other protected characteristics. It provides that an employer must not discriminate in employment terms (including pay) or the terms of employment. If the claimant is paid
less because of a protected characteristic this will be unlawful direct discrimination (section 13) which cannot be justified except in the case of age. The use of the words “because of” in the definition of direct discrimination means that the definition includes discrimination by association and by perception. The only defences available to an employer in a case of direct discrimination are that the reason is not a protected characteristic or that there is an occupational requirement under Schedule 9 of the 2010 Act. Therefore if the employer who has paid an English claimant less than a Scottish person doing the same job can prove that this was (for example) because of market forces at the time of recruitment rather than race, the claim will fail unless the market forces are themselves discriminatory

Where it is the practice to pay a particular job at a lower rate of pay and it can be established that this affects those sharing a protected characteristic this may amount to indirect discrimination.

Gender pay claims under Part 5, chapter 3 of the 2010 Act rely on a sex equality clause. Under the sex equality clause, a claimant must identify an appropriate comparator who is a person of the opposite sex working for the same or an associated employer doing work which is “like work, work rated as equivalent or work of equal value”. If an appropriate comparator is identified and is receiving better pay and conditions the onus shifts to the employer to show that the difference is due to a material difference other than sex. If he cannot do so then the terms of her contract which are less favourable should be modified to be no less favourable to the complainant. If the comparator has a term which benefits him and she does not, her terms will be modified to include that term.

At first sight, the provisions relating to a gender pay claim seem very different to those based on the other protected characteristics. These differences need to be considered in more depth to find out which procedure is more advantageous to a claimant.

The distinction between direct and indirect discrimination

Baroness Hale explains the purpose of the distinction and difference between direct and indirect discrimination (in relation to race):

“The rule against direct discrimination aims to achieve formal equality of treatment: there must be no less favourable treatment between otherwise similarly situated people
on grounds of colour, race, nationality, or ethnic or national origins. Indirect discrimination looks beyond formal equality towards a more substantive equality of results: criteria which appear neutral on their face may have a disproportionally adverse impact upon people of a particular colour, race, nationality or ethnic or national origin.”

In direct discrimination claims motive is irrelevant. If the reason for the less favourable treatment is the protected characteristic then there has been unlawful discrimination. There is no justification defence for direct discrimination. Indirect discrimination occurs when the employer imposes a provision criterion or practice which applies to those sharing the protected characteristic and those who do not however the effect is that those who share the protected characteristic are put at a disadvantage. Indirect discrimination can be justified only if the employer proves a legitimate aim and that the means chosen to achieve it is a proportionate and necessary means of achieving it. An objective balance must be struck between the discriminatory effect of the measure and the needs of the employer.

It is not clear why there is no mention of direct or indirect discrimination in gender equal pay legislation and it may be that it is simply because gender equal pay provisions were introduced to solve the particular problem of employers deliberately paying women less i.e. direct discrimination and indirect discrimination was an afterthought. In practice, an example of “direct” sex discrimination is where an employer pays a woman less than a man doing the same job because she is a woman. More complex disparities in pay occur where prima facie non-discriminatory pay arrangements result in a disproportionate number of women being paid poorly in comparison to men. In such situations the pay arrangements may be indirectly discriminatory. It is therefore important that both types of discrimination are included in the protection because otherwise there would be no remedy where the inequality was due to discriminatory pay scales, historical inequality or the fact that certain categories of work tend to be done by one sex or another.

Neither EU nor UK legislation mentions direct or indirect discrimination in relation to gender pay claims nevertheless the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) has introduced the concepts into equal pay jurisprudence. The CJEU held that where significant statistics disclose an appreciable difference in pay between two jobs of equal
value, one of which is carried out almost exclusively by women and the other predominantly by men, the employer is required to show that that difference is based on objectively justified factors unrelated to any discrimination on grounds of sex. It is for the national court to determine, if necessary by applying the principle of proportionality, whether and to what extent the shortage of candidates for a job and the need to attract them by higher pay constitutes an objectively justified economic ground for the difference in pay between the jobs in question. This was an approach which differed from that originally taken by the UK courts. When considering a difference in pay which was due to competitive tendering and historic inequalities in the labour market, the House of Lords effectively held that direct discrimination had occurred but stated that the Equal Pay Act 1970 must be interpreted in its amended form without bringing in the distinction between “so-called “direct” and “indirect” discrimination”. More recently, the UK Court of Appeal has followed the approach of the CJEU and recognised that these concepts apply in equal pay cases as well as general discrimination cases and they have imported them into the material factor defence in order to justify their position on the burden of proof (discussed below).

The comparator

The use of a comparator is a central concept of EU and UK discrimination law and the identification of the correct comparator is crucial to the claimant’s success. Gender equal pay claims require the comparator to be of the opposite sex, employed by the same or an associated employer and doing equal work to that of the claimant. In gender pay claims, employees of another employer can be used as a comparator provided the pay and terms of employment emanate from a single source and there is one body responsible for the inequality who could restore equality. This applies whether or not the claimant could be required to work at the same workplace as the comparator. It is the terms and conditions at each establishment which must be common, not those between the claimant and the comparator. Therefore female workers working for a council as administrators, technical and clerical workers in libraries, schools, hostels and the social work department were able to compare with manual workers because, although not working at the same establishment, they were in the same service, the pay came from the same source and the different establishments
observed broadly the same terms and conditions for each group of workers. This approach allows a wide choice of comparators which is flexible enough to include those working at different establishments, at different locations, for separate local authorities, different companies and different Limited Liability Partnerships (LLPs).

It is still possible however for an employer to avoid a situation where a comparator can be used by outsourcing the work done by the potential comparator as demonstrated in Lawrence.

Another essential attribute of the gender pay comparator is the similarity of the work he does compared to that of the claimant. Work is regarded as “equal” if it is (a) like work, (b) work rated as equivalent or (c) work of equal value to the claimant. Like work is defined as work which is “the same or broadly similar to that of the claimant” and “such differences as there are between their work are not of practical importance in relation to the terms of their work.”

The courts have taken a broad brush approach to the comparison which means that minor differences such as slight local variations in national collective agreements will not prevent the comparator from being used. In deciding whether differences are of practical importance, regard must be had to the frequency with which differences between their work occur in practice, and the nature and extent of the differences.

Despite the different wording, the phrase “like work” is the equivalent of the comparator in a direct discrimination claim under section 13 (see below). Factors which may result in a finding that work is not “like work” include: different duties, amount of work required, additional responsibilities, different skills or qualifications, flexibility required of the employee or antisocial hours. All of these factors might amount to a material difference in claims under section 13.

In gender equal pay claims, the claimant may use a comparator who is doing work rated as equivalent or work of equal value. Work will be rated as equivalent if a job evaluation study gives an equal value to the claimant’s job and the comparator’s job in terms of the demands made on a worker, (or would give an equal value were the evaluation not made on a sex-specific system). It allows a comparison to be made even where there is no comparator doing like work. The work of equal value comparison
can be used whether or not the work of the claimant is like work and cannot be rated as equivalent to the comparator’s work (e.g. because the employer refuses to allow a job evaluation study to be carried out) but can nevertheless be regarded as equal in terms of the demands made by reference to factors such as effort, skill and decision-making. A comparator may be appropriate even though the work done is completely different therefore a support worker can compare to a groundsman or refuse worker, a cook to a park maintenance worker etc. More than one comparator may be used although the tribunal should not allow abuse of the procedure by allowing the claimants to “cast their net too wide.” This can be particularly helpful to the claimant when a term by term comparison has to be carried out. The fact that there exists a comparator who receives the same pay as the claimant is not fatal to the claim as the claimant may still rely on a comparator of her choice.

In order for a claimant to pursue a gender pay claim, an actual comparator must usually be found who fits these criteria. Prior to the 2010 Act it was not possible to use a successor as a comparator however the comparator may now be a previous employee or a future employee. The 2010 Act now provides that, if an actual comparator cannot be found, it is then possible to make a claim for direct (but not indirect) sex discrimination under section 13 which would allow use of a hypothetical comparator (see below). It could therefore be argued that if a person of the opposite sex working for the employer and in materially the same circumstances would receive better pay or other terms and conditions then there has been discrimination if the reason for the discrimination is sex. If there is no actual comparator the claimant making a gender equal pay claim is therefore limited to a direct discrimination claim using a hypothetical comparator doing like work and this is a disadvantage compared to other protected characteristics.

In non sex claims, the comparator in direct discrimination (except in cases of disability) is someone who does not have the protected characteristic but whose circumstances are otherwise not materially different.

The nature of the comparator was considered in Bullock v Alice Ottley when the claimant was forced to retire at age 60 because teaching, domestic and administrative staff retired at 60 whereas gardeners and maintenance staff working for the same employer retired at 65. The Employment Appeal Tribunal upheld the decision of the
Employment Tribunal that she could not compare herself to those employees because their circumstances were materially different from hers. The gardeners and maintenance men required special skills which were quite different from those employed by the applicant therefore it was not a like for like comparison. Similarly in Greenland v Secretary of State for Justice\textsuperscript{73} retired judges serving as members of the parole board were paid a higher fee than non-judicial members chairing oral hearings. The retired judges were all white and the appellant was the only black member of the non-judicial panel. The Employment Appeal Tribunal upheld the Employment Tribunal’s decision that there was a material difference in comparators since judicial members had more responsibility as they were required to chair oral hearings of prisoners sentenced to life imprisonment. In Wakeman v Quick Corp\textsuperscript{74} locally recruited managers working for a financial institution could not compare to highly paid Japanese managers working for the same employer since the Japanese managers were highly paid because they were “secondees” and their circumstances were therefore materially different.

If we use chapter 3 terminology (see below), this case law suggests that the comparator in a claim of direct discrimination under section 13 would usually have to be doing “like work” and the claimant would not be able to use comparators who were doing “work rated as equivalent” and “work of equal value” because their circumstances (i.e. their role or job description) would be materially different. The claimant will find it difficult to compare to someone in a different role or carrying out materially different duties. In race discrimination claims, for example, the claimant would have to compare himself to someone of a different race who was doing a similar job to him and was similarly qualified.

If there is no suitable comparator, a hypothetical comparator can be used in claims of direct and indirect discrimination,\textsuperscript{75} and if a person doing like work who did not share the protected characteristic would receive better pay or other terms and conditions then there has been unlawful discrimination. It would be possible to lead evidence about former incumbents of the role etc. to support an argument on this basis however even using a hypothetical comparator the comparator would usually still have to be doing similar work.\textsuperscript{76}

Typically, where a claim is based on protected characteristics other than sex the only way in which a claimant can make a claim comparing himself to someone doing
different work is to bring an indirect discrimination claim under section 19. This would be the closest equivalent to a chapter 3 “work of equal value” claim (see below). In *Bullock v Alice Ottley* it was accepted that this type of claim would be competent but her claim was unsuccessful because, although the provision was *prima facie* indirectly discriminatory, the employer was able to justify it on the ground that there was a real and genuine need for the provision because of the difficulty in recruiting staff like the comparator and the need to retain them as long as possible.

It may also be difficult to use a comparator working for an associated employer because, although neither section explicitly states this, the wording of section 13 and section 19, implies that the claimant and the comparator work for the same employer. In most cases it would be difficult to make a comparison with someone who was working for an associated employer rather than the same employer as this would be regarded as a material difference. There is no case law on this point, however, it is submitted that when the terms and pay emanate from the same source and a single body is responsible for any inequality, then the fact that the employer is different should not be regarded as material and if so then, in this respect, the pool of available comparators is as wide as for chapter 3 claims. If this were not so then this would be a major disadvantage to claimants compared to gender equal pay claimants.

The availability of work rated as equivalent and work of equal value claims confers an important advantage over other protected characteristic claims which are restricted to a comparator who (in chapter 3 language) falls within the category of “like” work. In a situation such as that encountered in the *Greenland* case above a gender pay claimant might also fail to establish a comparator since the retired judges had more responsibility. In a situation similar to the *Ottley* case discussed above, a gender pay claimant would find it possible to use a comparator in a different role of job description whether or not the pay claim was direct or indirect.

The burden of proof and the employer’s defence

The operation of the burden of proof can often be the deciding factor in an equal pay/equality claim, however the interaction between the burden of proof and the
employer’s defence has proved problematic in both equal pay and indirect discrimination claims.

The relevant European Directives provide that where a claimant proves facts from which it may be presumed that there has been direct or indirect discrimination, it shall be for the respondent to prove that there has been no breach of the principle of equal treatment.78 and section 136 of the 2010 Act implements this provision in the UK and applies to both general discrimination claims and gender pay claims: Section 136 states:

“S136 (2) If there are facts from which the court could decide, in the absence of any other explanation, that a person (A) contravened the provision concerned, the court must hold that the contravention occurred.
(3) But subsection (2) does not apply if A shows that A did not contravene the provision”

The interpretation of this section and its predecessors has been the subject of judicial debate particularly in relation to indirect discrimination where it interacts with s 19 and section 69 of the 2010 Act.

In gender pay claims, the employer has a specific defence under section 69 of the 2010 Act which states that:

“(1) The sex equality clause in A's terms has no effect in relation to a difference between A's terms and B's terms if the responsible person shows that the difference is because of a material factor reliance on which—
(a) does not involve treating A less favourably because of A's sex than the responsible person treats B, and
(b) if the factor is within subsection (2), is a proportionate means of achieving a legitimate aim.
(2) A factor is within this subsection if A shows that, as a result of the factor, A and persons of the same sex doing work equal to A's are put at a particular disadvantage when compared with persons of the opposite sex doing work equal to A's.”
Section 69 (6) also provides that “For the purposes of this section, a factor is not material unless it is a material difference between A's case and B's.”
The issue here is whether the employer need only prove that the factor was not sex tainted to succeed in a defence or whether he must also provide objective justification.

The approach taken by the UK courts has in the past differed from that of the CJEU. The two step process which national courts should follow in deciding whether the material factor defence is made out was described by the CJEU in *Enderby*:

“First, does the applicant show that a group which is predominantly female is treated less favourably than a group doing like work or work of equal value, of whom a majority are men? If so, then the burden shifts to the employer to show that the difference is ‘objectively justified’ on a non-discriminatory basis, i.e., that it is ‘genuinely due to a factor other than the difference of sex.’ This burden is not necessarily discharged by proving that there was no unlawful discrimination within the statutory definition”.\(^79\)

This is relatively straightforward in direct discrimination but when unequal pay is attributed to factors such as market forces, the employer must show that the factor is gender neutral.\(^80\)

Where the source of unequal pay is the use of pay scales where basic pay might be equal but bonus payments and supplements are used which indirectly discriminate against women, the situation is more complex. In theory the burden remains on the claimant but the claimant need not do much to discharge it before the burden shifts to the employer to justify the criterion as the CJEU has established a general rule that the criterion of mobility and training are disadvantageous to women and can only be justified as not on grounds of sex if they are of importance to the specific tasks entrusted to that employee\(^81\) On the other hand, the long service criterion “does not need special justification because It is linked to experience which the employer might wish to reward”\(^82\) However if the claimant can raise “serious doubts” that the criterion is appropriate (e.g., that it was disproportionate) to attain the objective of rewarding experience by showing that there is evidence from which it could be established that the general rule does not apply the burden remains on the employer to justify the criterion. This did not amount to a switch in the burden of proof. The burden remained on the employer it was merely “a sensible evidential requirement” to ensure that the complaint had some prospect of success.\(^83\)
The CJEU approved these earlier judgments in *Brunnhofer* 84 confirming that:

"In principle the burden of proving the existence of sex discrimination lies with the worker … However … the burden of proof may shift when this is necessary to avoid depriving workers who appear to be the victims of sex discrimination of any effective means of enforcing the principle of equal pay."85

“In particular, when an undertaking applies a system of pay with a mechanism for applying individual supplements which is wholly lacking in transparency, it is for the employer to prove that his practice in the matter of wages is not discriminatory if a female worker establishes, in relation to a relatively large number of employees, that the average pay for women is less than for men."86

Therefore if the female claimant can show that the criterion results in a significant statistical disparity between the women’s pay and the comparator group of men, the burden will shift to the employer to justify it.

The UK House of Lords did not allow the burden to shift so easily to the employer. It stressed that the need for objective justification arose only where the reason for the disparity advanced by the employer was sex tainted.87 Where the employer’s defence was that the differences were due to the difference in pay scales and qualifications and that this amounted to a significant and relevant difference other than sex. The House of Lords looked at the intention of Parliament and the purpose of the Act88 and held that “The scheme of the Act is that a rebuttable presumption of sex discrimination arises once the gender-based comparison shows that a woman, doing like work or work rated as equivalent or work of equal value to that of a man, is being paid or treated less favourably than the man. The variation between her contract and the man's contract is presumed to be due to the difference of sex. The burden passes to the employer to show that the explanation for the variation is not tainted with sex. In order to discharge this burden the employer must satisfy the tribunal on several matters. First, that the proffered explanation, or reason, is genuine, and not a sham or pretence. Second that the less favourable treatment is due to this reason. The factor relied upon must be the cause of the disparity. In this regard, and in this sense, the factor must be a “material” factor, that is, a significant and relevant factor. Third, that the reason is not “the difference of sex.” This phrase is apt to embrace any form of sex discrimination, whether direct or indirect. Fourth, that the factor relied upon is or, in a case within
section 1(2) (c), may be a “material” difference, that is, a significant and relevant difference, between the woman's case and the man's case.**

The approach taken by the UK courts in these cases meant that in sex pay claims where unequal pay is attributable to pay scales or criterion, the employer can avoid the need to prove objective justification if he can show that the pay practice is not sex tainted. 

This approach is unhelpful since the burden should remain firmly on the employer to justify the difference in treatment between the comparators. It should not be the complainant’s task to prove that the reason is sex related otherwise there is a danger that historical differences in pay scales will not be addressed and jobs traditionally done by women will continue to be underpaid.

The UK Supreme Court has not yet reconsidered the matter however the Brunnhofer case has been approved by the CJEU in Nikoloudi v Organismos Tilepikinonion Ellados (OTE) AE and by the UK Employment Appeal Tribunal.

A factor is not material unless it is a material difference between the complainant’s case and the comparator’s. In other words, the material difference relied upon by the employer must actually be relevant in the complainant’s case. Examples of factors which have been regarded by the UK courts as a material factor other than sex are similar to those deemed to be legitimate aims described above and include, working antisocial hours, rewarding long service, retention bonuses, productivity bonuses, customary geographical variations, market forces, grading schemes and ring fencing (although failure to phase out red circling or ring fencing after a reasonable period might result in the defence failing). The approach taken to this defence and the types of factor which will be relevant under this section are similar to those factors which apply in section 19 indirect discrimination cases.

The burden of proof in direct discrimination claims is also a 2 stage process. Firstly the claimant is required to prove facts from which the tribunal could conclude (in the absence of an adequate explanation) that the respondent had or was to be treated as having committed the unlawful act of discrimination. Once the claimant does this, the burden then shifts to the respondent who then needs to prove he did not commit or was not to be treated as having committed the discriminatory act. The mere fact of less favourable pay will not be sufficient. Before the burden of proof shifts to the employer
the claimant must prove (on a balance of probabilities) that there was less favourable treatment and that the reason for the less favourable treatment was the protected characteristic.\textsuperscript{104} The employer’s defence in direct discrimination is limited to denial that there was less favourable treatment and/or denial that the reason for treatment was a protected characteristic because, except where the protected characteristic is age, direct discrimination cannot be justified.\textsuperscript{105}

Pay scales, bonuses or supplements which result in employees who share a particular protected characteristic being paid less than others who do not are likely to amount to indirect discrimination under section 19 of the 2010 Act. In the case of indirect discrimination, a similar problem arises to that described above in relation to gender pay claims, in that it has not always been clear how much the claimant has to prove before the burden shifts to the employer to justify a criterion.

The claimant must prove there is a provision, criterion or practice (PCP) being applied, identify the correct pool of comparators/comparator who do not share the protected characteristic; prove the claimant belongs to the pool of people who share the protected characteristic; prove that the PCP is being applied to both pools and that the pool to which they belong is being disadvantaged by the application of the PCP and prove that they personally are suffering that disadvantage. Only once the claimant has proved all these facts does the burden shift to the employer who must then disprove them or show that the PCP was a proportionate means to achieving a legitimate aim.

Once again there has been a tension between the attitude of the European Court of justice and the UK courts to the burden of proof. In \textit{CHEZ Razpredelenie Bulgaria AD v Komisia za zashtita ot diskriminatsia},\textsuperscript{106} the CJEU reiterated that where the claimant established “facts from which it might be presumed that there have been direct or indirect discrimination it was for the respondent to prove that there had been no breach of that principle” and that it is for the national courts to decide in accordance with the rules and practices of national law, the facts from which it might be presumed that there had been direct or indirect discrimination. The Court of Appeal, however, had required the claimant to prove not only disparate effect but that the reason for the disparate effect was the protected characteristic.\textsuperscript{107} The UK Supreme Court has recently overruled the Court of Appeal\textsuperscript{108} and applied the view of the CJEU that a claimant who claims indirect discrimination need only establish that he is a member of a disadvantaged group
for the burden of proof to shift to the respondent. He need not also show why the relevant PCP has disadvantaged him as an individual.\textsuperscript{109} The application of this doctrine to a race pay claim can be seen in \textit{Naeem v Secretary of State for Justice}\textsuperscript{110}

Whereas prison chaplains had been a long time feature of prison life, Muslim chaplains/Imams had only been introduced in 2002 and length of service was a factor in calculating pay. Therefore the average pay of an Imam was less than the average pay of a chaplain. The Court of Appeal held that it was not enough to show that the length of service criterion had a disparate impact on Muslim chaplains, it was also necessary to show that the reason for that disparate impact was something peculiar to the protected characteristic in question (race or religion) The Supreme Court disagreed stating that there was no requirement that the claimant show why the PCP puts one group at a disadvantage when compared with others. It is enough that it does. Whereas direct discrimination requires a causal link between the less favourable treatment and the protected characteristic, indirect discrimination does not. Indirect discrimination “requires a causal link between the PCP and the particular disadvantage suffered by the group and the individual.” \textsuperscript{111} Further “the reason for the disadvantage need not be unlawful in itself or be under the control of the employer or provider (although some time it will be)”\textsuperscript{112} and “there is no requirement that the PCP in question put every member of the group sharing the particular protected characteristic at a disadvantage.”\textsuperscript{113}

The employer’s defence in an indirect discrimination claim is that the PCP can be objectively justified as a proportionate means of achieving a legitimate aim. In determining whether this is so, a three stage test must be applied. Firstly, is the objective sufficiently important to justify limiting a fundamental right? is the measure rationally connected to the objective? and finally are the means chosen no more than is necessary to accomplish the objective?\textsuperscript{114}

In \textit{Naeem} above the Supreme Court pointed out that provided the correct legal test was applied the appeal courts would not interfere with the Employment Tribunal’s decision that the PCP of length of service was justified since this was a finding of fact.

Efficiency and maximisation of profits may be considered a legitimate aim,\textsuperscript{115} however in the UK, the pursuit of profit has not always been seen as proportionate when it results in inequality particularly in the case of a public sector employer.\textsuperscript{116} The need to reduce
costs has been accepted as justification for discriminatory provisions in age discrimination cases. The need to pay more to attract suitable candidates for a particular task may also be a proportionate means of achieving a legitimate aim, for example in *Greenland v Secretary of State for Justice* the tribunal was entitled to conclude that payment of increased fees to attract retired judges in order to reduce a backlog of oral hearings which only they could hear, was a proportionate means of achieving a legitimate aim.

It can be seen therefore that in protected characteristics other than sex, although there is no equivalent of a section 69 defence, the burden of proof provision of section 136 still applies and a similar outcome has been reached by a different route. In relation to the burden of proof therefore, gender pay claims and pay claims based on other protected characteristics have similar issues.

**Enforcement**

Discriminatory pay gaps will only be eliminated if the right to equal pay is able to be effectively enforced. This can be achieved either by imposing strict penalties on employers who do not meet their legal obligations or by shaming them into compliance.

Whilst equal pay claims of all types fall within the jurisdiction of the Employment Tribunal, gender pay claims are based on an equality clause implied into every contract of employment and an action for breach of contract can also be pursued in the civil courts. This is a significant advantage since the time limits for pursuing such a claim are much longer than for a claim at tribunal (5 years in Scotland and 6 in England and Wales). There is no upper limit to the compensation which the court can award. Litigation in the courts is however prohibitively costly. Although there is the potential to obtain an award of costs against the unsuccessful party this is unlikely to meet the expense of bringing the claim.

Even where a claim is made to the Employment Tribunal there are important differences in the remedies available. In both types of claim the remedies of declaration, recommendation and compensation are available and no qualifying period of service is required to make a claim. In gender pay claims there is a longer time limit for bringing a tribunal claim - the claim must be made within 6 months of the date of termination of employment whereas pay claims relating to other protected characteristics must be brought within 3 months of the act complained of. There is also provision for the
contract of employment to be changed – the claimant’s contractual terms will be improved where they are less favourable than the comparator’s and where more favourable than the comparator’s that term will be left. This may well mean that the claimant ends up in a better position than the comparator. For example where the claimant has a better rate of pay than the comparator she will nevertheless be able to compare her contract on a term by term basis and if she has to work unsocial hours compared to the comparator that term will be considered unfavourable and will have to be improved. The comparator will then be able to make a leapfrogging/piggyback claim using the claimant as a comparator.

In other pay claims a holistic approach is taken to the contract and therefore if poorer pay is compensated by better hours there may be no possibility of making a claim because the claimant may not have suffered a disadvantage.

The claimant in a gender pay claim can also claim up to 6 years arrears in England and Wales and 5 years in Scotland. This is because the remedy is the same for breach of contract and in Scotland the right to claim for contractual breach prescribes after 5 years.

At first sight it appears that there are two areas in which the remedies for other pay claims are better than for gender pay claims. The first of these is that there is no upper limit to compensation in a general discrimination claim, however compensation will only provide recompense for actual loss. The amount awarded must be fair just and reasonable in the circumstances of the particular case. Guidance issued by the Court of Appeal and updated by the Employment Appeal Tribunal suggests that there are three bands of compensation for injured feelings:

- The top band for the most serious cases - between £18,000 and £30,000 (Only exceptionally should an award exceed £30,000.);
- The middle band for serious cases which do not merit being in the top band - £6,000 up to £18,000 and
- The lowest band for less serious cases such as a one off occurrence up to £6,000.

The average award for injury to feelings in race discrimination cases in 2013 was £5,730 but rose in 2014 to £7364 and to £7917 in 2015.
A remedy available to gender pay claimants which is not available in pay claims involving other protected characteristics, is the pay audit. On the 1st of October 2014, the Equality Act 2010 (Equal Pay Audits) Regulations 2014 came into force. These Regulations provide that where an employer loses an equal pay claim the tribunal shall (unless an exemption applies) make an order for a pay audit to be carried out and the results published by the employer. The penalty for non-compliance with a pay audit order is a fine not exceeding £5000. Although these regulations are likely to prove a real deterrent to employers whose pay systems are unequal, this would have been even more effective if the penalty which can be imposed was higher.

Although there is no provision for compensation for hurt feelings, the remedies for gender pay claims are generally more effective than those for other protected characteristics due to the possibility of claiming breach of contract in the civil courts, the longer time limit for lodging a tribunal claim and the deterrent effect of pay audits for employers who lose gender equal pay claims.

Transparency

The effectiveness of naming and shaming as a deterrent is not new to employment law. It can be seen in relation to the national minimum wage. Pay transparency is an important means of closing the pay gap and one of the most important developments in gender pay has been the introduction of various measures to make public individual employer’s attitude to the gender pay gap.

Section 77 of the 2010 Act makes any clause which purports to prevent or restrict employees from making relevant disclosures about their work terms void and unenforceable. The person who makes such a disclosure is also protected from victimisation. This makes it much easier for gender equal pay claimants to find the information they need in order identify a comparator and progress their claim.

Even greater transparency was introduced by the Equality Act 2010 (Specific Duties and Public Authorities) Regulations 2017 which applies to public sector employers with 250 or more employees and the Equality Act 2010 (Gender Pay Gap Information) Regulations 2017 which applies to private and voluntary sector employers who employ 250 or more people to publish pay gap information annually. A failure to do so may result in civil enforcement or a fine not exceeding point 5 on the standard scale. This
requirement came into force in April 2017. These Regulations force affected employers
to disclose the mean gender pay gap in hourly pay, the median gender pay gap in hourly
pay, the mean bonus gender pay gap, the median bonus gender pay gap the proportion
of males and females receiving a bonus and the proportion of males and females in each
pay quartile. They must publish this information on their own website and on the
government’s gender pay gap reporting website.\(^{134}\)

Although the impact would be more momentous if smaller employers were included
and a more substantial penalty introduced for failure to do so, the first reports gave rise
to heated debate. As a result gender pay became the focus of public and media attention
and many large companies have vowed to investigate their pay gaps and take remedial
action.

**Conclusion**

Historically, statistics have been more readily available for the gender pay gap than for
other pay gaps but recent research confirms that there are significant pay gaps in
relation to protected characteristics other than gender.

Although the legislative provisions in respect of gender pay claims and pay claims
based on other protected characteristics at first sight seem different, the underlying
principles are identical and they are interpreted by the courts in a way which gives very
similar results especially in relation to the burden of proof and the employer’s defence
however the separate focus on gender pay as a separate category of discrimination
confers several important advantages on gender pay claimants.

Despite the fact that gender pay claimants cannot use a hypothetical comparator in
indirect discrimination claims, they generally have a wider choice of comparators
available to them.

The remedies available in other protected characteristics pay claims can include
compensation for hurt feelings but in many other respects the remedies for gender pay
claims are superior. The main advantages being the longer time limit to make a claim,
the holistic approach taken to the comparison and the possibility of a claim in the civil
courts.
Perhaps the most important inequality is the way the current law is structured is that it allows for much more transparency in relation to gender pay claims than other pay claims. The rendering of contractual terms preventing disclosure of pay and terms for use in an equal pay claim void and the protection from victimisation offered to the discloser allow the claimant to collect evidence to support her claim and to find an appropriate comparator thereby improving the chance of a successful claim. The recent introduction of the pay audit remedy and the pay disclosure provisions are likely to encourage employers (particularly public sector and large employers) to overhaul their pay arrangements, reducing direct and indirect pay discrimination rather than face public disapproval.

The current separate scheme results in an anti-discrimination law which causes inequality between the protected characteristics. If it is necessary to have a separate system for pay claims based on one protected characteristic then it is necessary to do so for all protected characteristics. A consistent legislative regime based on sound theoretical principle should be applied to all equality pay claims taking the best from each system to ensure a level playing field.
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